Are you a small New Zealand business wanting a presence in Australia
without actually having to be there?


Do you export to Australia? Do you need a number there but don’t have an office?



Would you like to get more local inquiries from across the ditch?



What if you could have a Sydney local landline number that rang through to your New
Zealand smartphone?



What if when you called Australia from
NZ (or anywhere else in the world)
your number displayed as a local
Australian number?



What if when you arrived in Sydney
your smartphone could make local
calls without roaming charges as if
you were a local Australian? Would
that help grow your business?

If you answered “YES” to any of the above, then you might want to look at Nitonet Global
Communications. Nitonet is a brand new, New Zealand Telco with some very innovative
solutions for small business owners. The above scenarios can also be played in reverse from
Australia to New Zealand, with more service countries coming soon.
Please imagine for just a second, having a business in Sydney but not having an office there.
Australian customers can call you on your mobile whilst you’re in New Zealand. These
potential customers can call a local Sydney landline number and your phone rings in
Auckland!
When travelling to Australia for business or pleasure, with Nitonet, you would be able to dial
out from your smartphone as if you were a local in Sydney, and only pay local rates for calls.
No more expensive roaming charges.
Nitonet also has New Zealand and Australian landline options in different cities. So you could
potentially have a business presence in Sydney, Wellington, Melbourne and Auckland all
sitting on your smart phone without requiring separate physical SIM cards. All of your
numbers on the same Nitophone app on a single smartphone device.
How can you achieve all this? The solution is the Nitophone smart calling app that installs on
your iPhone, Android and BlackBerry smartphone and can also be used on Windows and
Apple computers and tablets. It uses your mobile data or WIFI connection to run a secure
VOIP service. The sound is crystal clear like you are calling from “just around the corner” and
the range of call and message options on the Nitophone app are second to none.
Check out Nitonet today to find out more.
www.nitonet.com

